
Using Drakensberg maps in Basecamp 
Below are a few of the functions that are specific to a map that you might find handy within 

Basecamp. People using Mapsource for older units should be able to do much the same, but 

obviously with slightly different screens. 

 

Finding Points of Interest (POI’s): 
The map has a built-in index of points of interest such as peaks, mountain huts, caves and passes and 

rivers. Use the Basecamp Search bar to find one. E.g. 

 

 

  



If you now click on say Mahai campsite, you get taken to it on the map: 

 

  



Plotting Routes 
You can still use tracks, but the whole point of the Drakensberg map is to use your GPS’s routing 

functionality instead. It just works a lot better. 

 

First you need to choose the correct Profile. 

If necessary, choose menu option View > Toolbars >  Activity Profiles 

Please note that the Drakensberg map is specifically designed for hiking. So, profiles such as 

Driving and RV will work with complications – in particular, the map will direct cars along paths and 

not only roads. But, you will really want to use one of 2 modes: 

- Walking: If you chose this, the program will try plot a route for you following the various 

paths on the map 

- Direct: This allows you to blast in a straight line across a piece of map containing no paths 

- You can set up a route to do some sections direct and others as hiking to give maximum 

flexibility if you wish 

 

So, for example create a route from the day visitors parking to the Lookout Rock: 

First select activity profile Walking 

Use the new route icon in Basecamp, click the parking as the start and the lookout rock as the 

end point 

 
 

Double click on the route to see the details: 



 
You can even get an elevation plot: 

 
 

 

  



The same route is shown in Direct activity profile for comparison: 

 
And you still get an elevation plot: 

 
 

Note:  

If you want to get a cumulated figure for total gain or loss for your hike instead of just a plot of 

it, you have to do the following: 

Create a route as above 

Convert the route to a track 

Transfer the track to your GPS 

On the GPS, review the track and now it will show the gain / loss for your planned hike. 

It is painful, but it can be useful 



Specific features: 

Path types 
The map uses 5 symbols for roads or paths. Roads and tracks are self-explanatory.  It can be noted 

though that any road is given the same symbol regardless of width, purpose or surface type. 

 

Paths are split into 3 types: 

• Good visibility (you can see the path for a long way ahead) 

• Bad visibility (if you stay on the path, all is well, but if you get off it, it is hard to find again) 

• No Path, but a way to go (these have been included to allow routing along the top of the 

escarpment for instance).  

The section of map below will illustrate this: 

 
The paths near Shepards Cave are (mostly) pretty easy to follow and thus get a thick dotted line 

If you follow the path up the Fangs valley, it is initially a path with bad visibility 

And, from the split up either Mdundini Pass or Fangs Pass, the path essentially dies out and you are 

now following a way to go.  

All 3 of these path types though are routable: 

 

 



 
 

I am still playing with a few settings, but the final product will likely include a few indicators such as 

this for overgrowth: 

  
 

  



Installing the map on your GPS 
With Basecamp open, plug in your GPS and wait until it is recognised 

Choose menu option Maps > Install Maps 

You will now see a screen such as this one, listing all available maps. 

 

 

If you click continue, all 3 of the maps will be installed. Or, choose Customize, and then select the 

map (s) you wish to install. 



 

 

Please note: Basecamp will register about 30 sub maps that make up the Drakensberg map.  

Please install ALL of them and do not try to install only a few. The map was generated in such a 

way that the contours, path networks and other features appear on separate maps that do not 

have overlapping boundaries. The Drakensberg map is tiny, so please just install it all. 

Follow the remaining prompts.  Once done, you can unplug the GPS. 


